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Clifford Jordan, John Gilmore, tenor sax; Horace Silver, piano;  
Curly Russell, bass; Art Blakey, drums. 

1. Status Quo (John Neely) 5:33 
2. Bo-Till (Clifford Jordan) 5:55 
3. Blue Lights (Gigi Gryce) 6:37 
4. Billie's Bounce (Charlie Parker) 9:33 
5. Evil Eye (Clifford Jordan) 5:12 
6. Everywhere (Horace Silver) 5:43 
7. Let It Stand (Clifford Jordan) 7:42 
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Like the scholastic background of Blue Note's first Chicago import, Johnny Griffin, 
both Clifford Jordan and John Gilmore were taught their musical ABC's by Capt. Walter 
Dyett at DuSable Hight School on Chicago's Southside. (Two of their classmates were 
bassist Richard Davis, now with Sarah Vaughan, and altoist John Jenkins, soon to appear 
on a Blue Note LP with Hank Mobley.) 

Both are 25 years of age, and have had varied experiences playing most every type of 
popular music; Clifford with many of the blues bands in the area; John, most notably as solo 
clarinetist for two years in an Army Air Force Band, and more recently as featured tenor 
soloist with a large band that Earl Hines assembled for a nation-wide tour as part of a show 
with the Harlem Globetrotters. (He is now featured with the exciting experimental octet of 
Sun Ra). Clifford has been playing 11 years, John, 10. 

The rhythm section assembled by Blue Note for this session is a superlative one, indeed. 
Returning, on bass, from the Griffin LP is Curly Russell. The leader of the Jazz 
Messengers, Art Blakey, is our percussionist for the date, and his reunion with 
pianist Horace Silver, grooved herein for posterity, is an electrifying one. Both seemed to feel 
greatly the nuances and anticipations so necessary to create an integrated and interesting 
rhythmic pulse. Their help in stabilizing a young nervousness, most naturally encountered on 
a first solo record date, is of inestimable value. Horace, incidentally, is greatly responsible for 
bringing John and Clifford to Blue Note's attention. He became enamored of their talents 
jamming with them while appearing in Chicago with the "Messengers." 
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Clifford plays the lead parts in all of the ensemble work, and his mellower tone is readily 
distinguishable from Gilmore's harder, more punching sound. 

"Status Quo," an original by John Neely (another fine Chicago tenor man), kicks off side 1 in 
a bright, hard-driving manner, with Gilmore taking the first tenor solo. Art's gutty fill-ins and 
solo are standouts in this cut which exhibits just how beautifully happy good jazz can be. 

Clifford Jordan's Latin flavored "Bo-Till" follows. His is the first solo, and it sings as prettily. 
Horace presents here one of the most reflective and simply swinging solos of his entire 
recording career. 

Side 1 closes with Gigi Gryce's "Blue Lights," quickly becoming a Modern Jazz standard. 
Gilmore solos first, and plays some very challenging chord changes. During Horace's solo, 
he and Art build the tension to an almost unbelievable pitch with their famous "double 
timing," only to swing twice as much when they resume the regular time. In this tune, Curly 
reminds the Jazz world that he deserves more solo space. 

"Billie's Bounce," taken a little faster than usual, creates an in-person jam session feeling 
with its unrestrained flow of biting solos and exploding rhythmic decapitations. 

Clifford's "Evil Eye" (minor blues), relaxes the tempo into an easygoing bounce, with John 
following Cliff, and leading into another superbly well stated Horace Silver solo. 

Horace's lone composition for the date, a show-type tune he calls "Everywhere," closes the 
LP, and in many respects is the smoothest flowing selection in the set. 

Throughout the album, I think you will feel the sincerity of these two young horn men, their 
obvious difference in tone and conception, and the freshness of their mid-western approach. 
For, with the brilliantly creative musical background that Chicago has given them, it is 
inevitable that John Gilmore and Clifford Jordan will make an important contribution to the 
world of Modern Jazz tenor playing. 

--JOE SEGAL, from the liner notes. 
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"Clifford Jordan plays with an imaginative, vital conception that is consistently 
effective and meaningful. He stands, right now, as one of the most important tenor 
saxophonists in modern jazz." 

--Robert Levin 

 

Clifford Jordan was born in Chicago in 1931 and began his musical studies on the piano at 
an early age. "It was kind of a forced deal--my mother wanted me to play." He picked up the 
tenor when he was fourteen because it was "the hip thing to be playing horn" in his 
neighborhood at the time. 

He says Lester Young was his first big influence but maintains that he liked and listened to 
everyone. Once he had achieved a working knowledge of his tenor, Cliff began playing 
around town with some of his DuSable High classmates; Johnny Griffin, John Gilmore and 
John Jenkins. 

His first professional gig was with Max Roach and was followed by jobs with Sonny Stitt and 
various rhythm-and-blues bands. He left Chicago to replace Sonny Rollins in the Max Roach 
quintet and then switched places with Hank Mobley to go with Horace Silver's unit where he 
has since remained. 

--ROBERT LEVIN, from the liner notes,  
Cliff Craft, Blue Note. 

 

Although Cliff had been playing tenor sax since the age of 13, he arrived in New York at the 
age of twenty-six, in 1957, with absolutely no professional experience. But he had, as he 
puts it, "played the blues in Chicago with anyone who'd play with me." And he impressed 
Max Roach sufficiently so that his first job was as Sonny Rollins' replacement with the Roach 
group at the Cafe Bohemia. 

Right there, Jordan ran into the biggest single headache for the young musician: 
he does have a Rollins-like sound. Sonny, he notes, "inspired, but not influenced" him, and 
replacing Rollins as he did led far too many people to shrug him off as just another kid trying 
to copy the then most-prevalent new tenor influence. 

In due course, Jordan moved on to jobs with Horace Silver, and then J.J. Johnson. These 
are certainly astute and careful leaders: if they hire you, it's pretty unlikely that you are less 
than very good. 

--ORRIN KEEPNEWS, from the liner notes,  
Spellbound, Riverside. 
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